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white creole women in the british west indies: from ... - northrop, chloe aubra. white creole women in
the british west indies: from stereotype to caricature. master of arts (history), december 2010, 107 pp., 2
illustrations, why were colonial powers interested in sexuality? - men and women could be classed as
“hunters” or “fishers”, compared to the supposed wide common instances of this in other cultures. levine has
echoed this view with a focus on sexuality, arguing ‘the heterogeneity of sexuality the ukuhlonipha code of
respect: gender and - code demanded especially of women to show respect to men in their behaviour,
speech and general conduct, particularly in performing certain rituals of avoidance. woman's life in colonial
days - varsity tutors - woman's life in colonial days project gutenberg's woman's life in colonial days, by carl
holliday this ebook is for the use of anyone anywhere at no cost and with almost no restrictions whatsoever.
cultural violence and the nigerian woman - visit and talk with the elders where older women only cook
and serve the men at family or community meetings. introduction nigerian women have suffered various forms
of gender-induced violence from pre-colonial, through the colonial era and afterwards. not even civilisation and
western education has changed most men's perception of the nigerian woman as someone who deserves
some respect and ... marriage in seventeenth-century england: the woman’s story - age was 12 years
for women and 14 years for men. in addition, it was possible for the couple in addition, it was possible for the
couple to get engaged at the age of 7, with the right to break off the engagement on reaching the colonial
collecting: women and algerian cartes postales - as tourists, both men and women bought nd cards at
kiosks,tabacs,and newspaper- stands located near the sites pictured on the cards, and exchanged the cards
with either members of the same sex or opposite sex. when a woman’s marital status determined her
legal status ... - american society as men left to go to work away from their homes and their shops and
farms. at the same time, victorian ideals of womanhood were shaping social conventions and manners. these
societal changes, as always, were reflected in the law, and although the changes altered the stated rationale
for coverture, coverture itself remained firmly entrenched under new rationales.11 women were ... malak
hifni nasif: negotiations of a feminist agenda ... - the “women question,” with elite men and women of
various political stripes rethinking questions of culture, religion, and politics vis-à-vis the negotiated gender
roles of society. book reviews - journals - gentlemen and the lesser sorts," adults and children, and men and
women. manners changed over time from early colonial settlement to the civil war, and hemphill traces how
conduct manuals shaped as well as reflected dynamic social songs between cities: listening to
courtesans in colonial ... - public women in a changing moral climate, but also on the men who patronised
and appreciated women artists. this focus allows us to consider courtesans as litterateurs,
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